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Abstract
The cryptocurrency and digital assets market is bursting with
innovation and the world stands at the cusp of a technological
transition

in

finance.

Within

a

short

span

of

time,

cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based projects have given
rise to revolutionary concepts that are at par with those that
underpin the traditional finance systems, with some even
outgrowing traditional finance capabilities.

Disruptive financial innovation and growth bring significant
investment prospects and the opportunity for tremendous
profits. DeFi is at the forefront of this eruption in financial
advancement, with more and more institutions and retail
investors turning towards DeFi every day.

However, the DeFi space still requires certain key factors in
order to truly embed itself into the core financial structure that
powers

the

world.

These

key

factors

include

regulation,

compliance, trust, security and efficient navigation of the
crypto space.
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Keon Foundation conceptualized a vision to synchronize the
finest features of the centralized and decentralized digital
space, thereby providing the key factors identified above and
equipping investors with a platform and interface to harness
the immense value that digital assets have to offer by creating
the Keon Finance Ecosystem.
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Introduction

Keon Finance will be the world's first institutional KYC/AMLcompliant

and

regulated

DeFi

Investment

Management

Ecosystem. It will be powered by Polygon which is one of the
most popular L2 blockchains, well-known for its security,
scalability, high throughput, and low gas fees.

Keon Finance provides a single portal for investors to discover
and invest in funds and strategies and offers investment
managers the ability to interact with and develop a community
of

investors.

As

a

complete

ecosystem

for

retail

and

institutional investors in the hottest segment of the financial
capital

markets,

DeFi,

investments

will

be

made

secure,

affordable and hassle-free.

The Keon Finance Ecosystem is constructed of three closelyintegrated and feature-rich platforms under one umbrella. The
KYC jurisdiction of a user's account determines the level of
access to the Ecosystem.
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The primary components of the Keon Finance Ecosystem are
as follows:
Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
KEON Token - Native token of the Keon Finance Ecosystem that
supercharges the entire platform with high rewards while
serving as a multi-utility token throughout the Ecosystem.
KeonX - The lowest-cost AMM-based exchange that enables
users to execute trades in the Ecosystem and provides access
to an array of DeFi-based services, such as Liquidity Mining,
Token Offerings, Farms, NFTs, etc.

Near-Term Ecosystem Elements
KeonFi - A social investing platform where investors can
discover

the

best

investment

strategies

created

by

professional portfolio managers and where fund managers
can find investors for their funds and strategies.
KeonXD - Derivatives exchange that provides investors and
fund managers the ability to execute strategies using leverage,
with the lowest fees in the crypto space.
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Regulation
While most DeFi projects to date have purposely avoided
regulation, we believe that the long term success of an
ecosystem is predicated upon adoption by both individual and
institutional investors. With the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) recommendations becoming widely incorporated by
member countries, existing DeFi projects are now on precarious
legal ground. Keon Finance is being built to comply with the
FATF recommendations to ensure its longevity and availability
to global investors. Regulation will provide confidence in Keon
Finance, which will promote the widespread adoption of the
ecosystem.

While all major decisions will be made by KEON token-holders
via

the

on-chain

governance

layer,

the

non-profit

Keon

Foundation will serve as the regulated Virtual Asset Service
Provider to Keon Finance to ensure performance of the day-today operations, compliance, etc. necessary for the ecosystem
to function.
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The Keon Foundation has been incorporated in Bermuda and
will therefore be subject to Bermuda law.

Bermuda

was

reputation

as

selected
a

due

premier

to

its

offshore

pristine
financial

international
center,

its

progressive stance towards blockchain technology and digital
assets,

and

the

regulatory

clarity

governing

blockchain

projects such as Keon Finance.

The Keon Foundation intends to seek a Digital Asset Business
license from the Bermuda Monetary Authority.
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Value Proposition
The fintech world is currently split into various groups, such as
Blockchain vs Traditional Finance, CeFi vs DeFi, Custodial vs
Non-Custodial, Regulated vs Unregulated, etc.

Keon Finance is a unique merger of the best of these financial
realms, with equal opportunities and services for investors and
institutions alike. As an umbrella non-profit, it has been
completely designed to benefit and empower the users.

The below features are highlights of what constitutes Keon
Finance’s edge in the Fintech space :

Regulated, Transparent and Non-Profit - Keon Finance intends
to seek a Digital Asset Business License from the Bermuda
Monetary Authority and is built on the Polygon Blockchain to
benefit from its transparency. Regulation is critical to instill
confidence in investors, especially the institutions that have
been largely unable to participate in the DeFi space to date
due to the lack of these guardrails. As a non-profit, the Keon
Foundation’s mandate is to foster the development of the
ecosystem for the benefit of its users.
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Unified

-

Keon

Finance

is

designed

to

be

a

complete

ecosystem that covers a broad spectrum of financial services,
including

asset

management,

digital

assets,

derivatives,

tokenized fiat assets, initial token offerings, yield-farming,
interest-bearing products and many others, all conveniently
under one roof.

Hybrid Finance - Unlike other projects in the Centralised
Decentralised

Finance

(CeDeFi)

space,

Keon

Finance

is

combining the security and accessibility of centralised finance
with

the

democracy

and

transparency

of

decentralised

finance. We have coined it ‘Hybrid Finance.’

Decentralised & Non-Custodial - Keon Finance keeps power in
the

hands

of

the

users

through

its

on-chain

voting

&

governance, which ensures that the exposure is global and
diverse, and by structuring the ecosystem to allow users to
maintain custody of their own assets.

Social Investing - Keon Finance will be a community-focused
and interactive investing experience for investors through the
incorporation of social aspects into the ecosystem.
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Plan of Action
The Keon Foundation will build the Keon Finance Ecosystem in
stages. The first stage will be minting the KEON token on the
Polygon Mainnet.

Following the token minting will be the deployment of KeonX, a
Decentralized Digital Asset Spot Exchange (DEX), on the
Polygon

Testnet.

Though

this

DEX

is

part

of

the

wider

ecosystem, it is designed to be a superior DEX in its own right,
with features such as speedier transactions, charging the
lowest fees in the entire DeFi space, and low gas costs.

The

ecosystem's

centrepiece,

the

KeonFi

decentralised

application (dApp), will be the Foundation's next deployment
on the Polygon Testnet. This is an investment strategy and fund
marketplace

which

will

have

experienced

investment

managers participating from Day 1 (post mainnet launch) due
to the Foundation's strategic partnership and alliance with
Alpha Innovations. The dApp will be released with a few initial
strategies from Alpha Innovations' portfolio managers, and the
ecosystem will attract and onboard additional talented PMs
from around the world in the following months through
contests and marketing.
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PMs who outperform will be given the opportunity to set up and
register fiat funds through Alpha Innovations, thereby allowing
them to access an even broader pool of investors.

Shortly after the dApp's debut, the ecosystem will announce
the inclusion of tokenized fiat assets on the DEX, allowing
investors and managers to trade in fiat assets in digital form.

The ecosystem will subsequently create KeonXD, a Digital Asset
Derivatives Market, on the Polygon Testnet to provide strategy
creators with the opportunity to employ additional useful
investment products such as perpetual futures contracts and
margin trading. Once all the above core components are
thoroughly tested and audited, the entire Keon ecosystem will
be launched on the Polygon Mainnet.

The Keon Finance Ecosystem aspires to be the world's first
regulated, institutional-grade gateway to enter the DeFi space.
As the platform evolves and new asset classes are introduced,
Keon Finance will become a one-stop shop for investors and
asset managers alike, encompassing every major asset class
for simpler access and transparency.
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Powered by

Keon
The Keon Foundation is dedicated to the growth of regulated
DeFi asset management.

It has been founded to provide the

missing components required to fully integrate DeFi with the
investment management world, thereby catalyzing the next
phase in the evolution of finance.

Following establishment of the Keon core, the Foundation will
make available APIs to enable connectivity with third party DeFi
offerings and traditional finance skins which are powered by
the Keon Finance elements, including KeonX, KeonFI and others.

Fostering a community of partners to build a wide array of
pioneering dApps within the Keon ecosystem is a key focus of
the Foundation. Such innovation shall be encouraged through
the low execution cost afforded by the ecosystem, as well as
the granting of non-transferrable Powered by Keon Finance
NFTs to third party partners to display in marketing material
and

on

websites

after

the

Foundation

has

certified

the

integration.
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Ecosystem Flow Chart
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KeonFi - Asset Management Store
KeonFi will be one of the most secure ways to invest in digital
assets. Hedge funds, experienced traders and fund managers
can use Keon's sophisticated features such as customised
charting,

sentiment

analysis,

and

API

trading

to

create

investment strategies and build portfolios. Investors will be
able

to

access

experienced,

professional

managers

and

strategy creators while maintaining complete control over their
digital assets.

Investors will be able to search for and allocate capital to any
of the strategies on the Asset Management Store, which will
execute the strategy’s trades on the Digital Assets Exchange
via a smart contract. This is akin to separately managed
accounts in fiat asset management. Once tokenized stocks are
listed on the Digital Assets Exchange, strategy managers will
also be able to offer equity-based strategies to investors on
the Asset Management Store.

KeonFi aims to be the leading Asset Management dApp on the
Polygon Blockchain.
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Non-Custodial - Individual investors are provided with a
secure and completely non-custodial alternative to traditional
investment funds. Managers never take control of investor
funds directly. Investors can invest in and exit strategies on
their own while keeping full ownership and control over their
holdings.
Investment Strategy Marketplace - Allows for discovery of a
wide range of investing methods devised by seasoned strategy
managers. Arbitrage, market-making, high-frequency trading,
and many other alternatives will be available to investors to
choose from. Also included on KeonFi will be regulated,
tokenized funds, which may include both fiat and digital-asset
funds such as tokenized hedge funds, VC funds, real estate,
etc.

Strategy Creator - Strategy Creator assists the Strategy
Manager in developing their ideal investing strategy. It helps
them bring their strategy to life with features like customised
charting,

sentiment

analysis,

volatility

analysis,

on-chain

analysis and volume profiling. Strategy Managers are also
provided with an automated trading SDK which enables them
to run their strategies on their VPS and send trade signals to
the KeonFi platform.
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NFT Awards - Select strategies and investors will be awarded
with Keon NFTs every month, which will be displayed on their
profile. Best performance, lowest risk, greatest volume, highest
ROI investor, and other categories will be rewarded.

Socially Charged - The Asset Management Store offers plenty
of

features

to

help

increase

social

interaction

between

Strategy Managers and investors. Build your community with
meaningful social interactions through posts and updates,
allow

investors

notifications

and

to

follow
even

your

ask

strategies

questions

and

about

receive
or

offer

comments/other feedback on your strategies.

Keon Index - The Keon Index is designed to be the ultimate
blockchain investment vehicle. The best performing strategies
will be given allocations from the Keon Index based on a
variety of variables such as quarterly performance, awards
earned, and social influence. The Index will be investible like
any other strategy on the Asset Management Store and will be
offered as a tokenized fund on the platform.
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Lowest

Fees

-

While

other

DeFi

and

traditional

asset

management companies charge various fees, such as entry
fees,

exit

fees,

management

fees,

streaming

fees

and

performance fees, the Keon Asset Management Store solely
charges investors a performance fee. Fund Managers have an
option to choose a 5%-50% performance fee, ensuring that
investors only pay if they make a profit, and incentivizing the
Fund Managers to build profitable strategies.

KeonFi Burn - Strategy Managers receive performance fees in
KEON tokens. The Keon Asset Management Store charges a flat
10% commission on the performance fee which is used to buyand-burn KEON tokens, increasing the value of KEON tokens for
all token holders.
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KeonX - Digital Assets Exchange

KeonX will be the world’s first fully permissioned, KYC/AMLcompliant and regulated institutional-quality DEX. Keon Digital
Assets Exchange will be an Automated Market Maker (AMM)
that enables users to trade securely, peer-to-peer, with
liquidity from multiple sources. Every trade from the Asset
Management Store will be executed using a novel approach
that determines whether the best price for the user is obtained
by swapping within the Digital Assets Exchange liquidity pool or
through external liquidity sources.

AMM Liquidity Pools - AMM-based liquidity pools make it
easier for anybody to become a market maker while only a few
can make markets on a limit order book. Keon Digital Assets
Exchange aims to become the largest AMM-enabled DEX on
the Polygon Blockchain, with daily rewards to liquidity providers
through KEON tokens.
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Crypto/Fiat Bridge - While the Digital Assets Exchange will
initially support native digital assets, we intend to list tokenized
fiat assets such as investment funds, equities, FX pairs,
benchmark fixed income indices, credit and commodities as
well. Such assets will be 100% collateralized by holdings of fiat
assets at regulated custodians with daily Proof of Reserve.
Strategy managers and investors will be empowered to create
optimal portfolios consisting of both digital and fiat asset
strategies within a single ecosystem.

Best Price through Order Routing - Every swap of digitalassets on the Digital Assets Exchange will scan our native
liquidity pools and other orderbooks/AMMs on Polygon to
deliver the best pricing by routing the order accordingly while
prioritizing native liquidity pools.

KeonX Farms - KeonX Farms will be the only source of KEON
mining throughout the Keon Finance Ecosystem. Users can
mine KEON tokens by supplying liquidity to AMM liquidity pools
on the Digital Assets Exchange and staking their Liquidity
Provider (LP) tokens in our Digital Assets Exchange Farms.
KEON Liquidity Mining is capped at 10 million tokens per day.
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KeonFi Strategy Integration - Our Digital Assets Exchange
integrates

with

our

Asset

Management

Store

to

provide

Strategy Managers with native trade execution. The custody of
investor funds will be maintained in their respective wallets
while Strategy Managers can rebalance the strategy holdings
in investor wallets according to their strategy.

KeonX Initial Farm Offering/Token Launchpad - The greatest
challenge to the widespread adoption of tokenized assets and
securities is the lack of liquidity in the marketplace. The Keon
IFO/Token Launchpad enables issuers to raise capital for new
tokenized assets/securities. Here investors can find and invest
in new projects and tokenized assets, including investment
funds. Community members seeking to raise capital can
submit their projects/assets to be vetted for inclusion on the
Launchpad and those that are approved become available for
investment by the Keon community.

Investors can participate

in an IFO by providing liquidity to AMM pools and then staking
their liquidity provider (LP) tokens in the IFO smart contract.
Subsequent to IFO, the tokens will have secondary market
liquidity on KeonX.
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Farm Auctions - Newly listed projects can reward users to
provide liquidity in liquidity pools by bidding on the Farm
Auctions. To make it into the KeonX Farms, projects will be
required to buy KEON tokens and bid on the Farm Auctions
platform. All the tokens that are used for bidding will be burned
and an equivalent number of tokens will be allocated to their
respective KeonX Farm.

KeonX Non-Fungible Token Marketplace - KNFT Marketplace is
a platform for users to create/mint, buy, and sell NFT tokens.
KNFTs can be minted only through exchanging for KEON tokens
and every sale is subject to a 1 percent marketplace fee, which
is burned. Artists can choose their royalty fee that will be
delivered to their wallet on each sale. The NFTs that will be
used for the Asset Management Store NFT awards will be
minted from this platform.

KeonX Burn - KeonX charges a low fee of 0.2% on every swap.
0.18% is provided to the liquidity provider while 0.02% is used to
buy-and-burn KEON tokens. All the KEON tokens used in the
KeonX Initial DEX Offering/Token Launchpad, Farm Auctions and
the KNFT Marketplace are sent to burn.
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KeonXD - Derivatives Exchange
KeonXD will be the first fully permissioned, KYC/AML-compliant,
regulated institutional-quality derivatives exchange on the
Polygon Blockchain, and enables users to trade perpetual
futures contracts with the lowest fees in the CeFi and DeFi
space. Building on top of the low latency, low fees and high
transaction speeds of the Polygon Blockchain and bringing in
regulation, Keon Derivatives Exchange aims to provide the most
secure,

efficient

and

transparent

derivatives

trading

experience for digital assets.

KEON as Collateral - Our Derivatives Exchange accepts only
KEON tokens as collateral. Users are encouraged to buy and
hold KEON tokens to trade in derivatives, which benefits the
entire ecosystem.

Lowest Fees - Keon Derivatives Exchange charges the lowest
fees in the entire cryptocurrency space. The Makers receive a
fee rebate of 0.01% while the Takers are charged a flat fee of
0.025%.
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Maximum Leverage - Keon Derivatives Exchange provides
access

to

leverage

up

to

100x

depending

on

the

KYC

jurisdiction of the account holder.

Hourly Funding - Funding is the mechanism that keeps the
perpetual futures price in line with the current spot price. The
funding rate is calculated by comparing the midpoint of the
bids and asks to the spot price. Longs pay shorts if the futures
market trades over the spot price and vice-versa. This fee is
calculated and paid hourly, and it is shown as a daily rate.

Liquidation Burns - Keon Derivatives Exchange introduces a
unique and novel concept into the cryptocurrency space to
incentivize the whole ecosystem. Instead of pocketing the
liquidation

fees

like

other

derivatives

exchanges,

KeonXD

simply burns those tokens. A Liquidation fee of 5% is charged
on every liquidation and the respective KEON tokens are
burned.

On

average,

the

cryptocurrency

futures

market

liquidates $200 million worth of cryptocurrencies every day,
generating over $10 million in profits. By burning the tokens
received as liquidation fees, Keon Foundation is increasing the
value of all the tokens in circulating supply.
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KeonFi

Strategy

integrates

with

Integration
the

Asset

-

The

Derivatives

Management

Store

Exchange
to

provide

Strategy Managers with native trade execution on perpetual
futures. The custody of investor funds will be maintained on the
blockchain within the smart contract.

KeonXD Burn - 0.015% of every trade goes to burn KEON tokens.
5% collected as liquidation fees also goes to burn KEON tokens.
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KEON Token - Fueling the Ecosystem
The KEON multi-utility token (KEON) powers the Keon Finance
Ecosystem. KEON is an ERC token deployed on the Polygon
Blockchain to take advantage of Polygon's rapid transactions,
lower transaction fees, and high transaction throughput.

The KEON token is utilised throughout the ecosystem as follows:
Liquidity Mining/Yield Farming
Performance fees for Strategy Managers
DEX swap fees
Collateral for perpetual futures
Launchpad-IDOs and Farm Auctions
NFT minting and sales
Governance and Voting

Many other use cases will be added as the ecosystem evolves
and new products/features launch on Keon Finance.
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Governance and Voting

Voting empowers The Keon Community to actively participate
in the development of the ecosystem. It enables users to voice
their suggestions/feedback and also lets them vote on the
projects/tokens that get listed on the Digital Assets Exchange,
which helps unfold the future of Keon Finance.
Ecosystem Voting Portal (EVP) - A dedicated voting portal
created

to

enhance

user

experience

by

providing

the

opportunity to participate in future developments. The EVP
consists of two sections, Ecosystem Proposals and Community
Proposals.
Ecosystem Proposals - Proposals created by Keon Ecosystem
Developers and approved projects from Community Proposals
will be posted in this area for the community to vote on. If
approved,

the

project

will

be

integrated

into

the

Keon

Ecosystem and the development costs will be paid from the
Foundation Fund.
Community Proposals - The Keon Community can submit
proposals and ideas in this section and the proposals that
receive strong support from the community can be moved to
the Ecosystem Proposals area for further development.
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Tokenomics

The KEON Token adopts a Decelerating Rate of Inflation (DRI)
model with fixed daily minting and ecosystem-dependent
dynamic burning.

Ecosystem
designed

Centric
to

serve

-

KEON

only

the

Tokenomics
Ecosystem.

are
As

intentionally
a

non-profit

organization, all the revenue is either providing incentives to
the liquidity providers or is sent to the KEON Burn Wallet (KBW),
making

the

ecosystem

non-profit

which

benefits

the

community and the ecosystem as a whole.
Foundation Fund - Despite operating as a non-profit, the
Foundation still needs to pay salaries (capped), audit costs,
AML/KYC fees, regulatory costs, annual charity burns, hosting,
maintenance, bug bounties, ecosystem proposals and further
development

costs,

etc.

To

support

these

costs,

20%

is

transferred from the Keon Burn Wallet to the Foundation Fund
before the daily token burn is executed.
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Initial Supply - There will be an Initial Supply of 10,000,000,000
KEON Tokens which will be allocated as follows :

Allocation

SAFT
Sale(Seed)

Private Sales

Team

Percent

10%

20%

20%

Tokens

Vesting

1,000,000,000

10% Unlock at
Ecosystem Launch
10% every consecutive
month thereafter

2,000,000,000

10% Unlock at
Ecosystem Launch
10% every consecutive
month thereafter

2,000,000,000

5% Unlock at
Ecosystem Launch
5% every consecutive
month thereafter

Foundation &
Partnerships

10%

1,000,000,000

5% Unlock at
Ecosystem Launch
5% every consecutive
month thereafter

Public Sale

40%

4,000,000,000

N/A

*Unsold/Unallocated Tokens will be held by the Foundation.
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Vesting - The token vesting and delivery is as follows :
SAFT’s/Private Sale Investors - 10% at Ecosystem Mainnet
launch. 10% every consecutive month post Mainnet launch.
Core Team and Partnerships - 5% at Ecosystem Mainnet
launch. 5% every consecutive month post Mainnet launch.

KEON Minting - Liquidity Mining is an innovation unique to the
DeFi space and is the chief cause of the DeFi explosion. It
makes it possible for anybody to mine new tokens by acting as
market makers and liquidity providers on a decentralised
exchange. KEON is minted by liquidity providers and yield
farmers on the Digital Assets Exchange. Minting of KEON tokens
is capped at 10,000,000/day and will commence once the
Digital Assets Exchange goes live.

KEON Token Burns - Token burning decreases the circulating
supply,

raising

the

value

of

tokens

in

circulation

and

encouraging traders and investors to invest. Fees received
across the ecosystem are sent to the KEON Burn Wallet (KBW),
where they are burned on a daily basis. The number of tokens
burned daily is dynamic and will increase significantly as the
Ecosystem thrives.
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KEON tokens transferred to the KEON Burn Wallet from the
Ecosystem are as follows :

10%

commission

on

performance

fee

from

the

Asset

Management Store
0.02% of every swap on the Digital Assets Exchange
100% of tokens spent in the Token Launchpad/IDO
100% of tokens bid in Farm Auctions
1% of every transaction on NFT marketplace
0.015% of every transaction on the Derivatives Exchange
5% of total liquidations on the Derivatives Exchange
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Decelerating Rate of Inflation (DRI) - KEON minting is capped
at 10,000,000 per day. This results in a steady and perpetually
reducing rate of inflation year on year. Daily dynamic burning
of tokens also reduces the rate of inflation further.

The chart below represents the rate of inflation over the next
ten years assuming no tokens are burned; however, the
realised rate of inflation will be significantly lower when the
daily burns are factored in.

Rate of Inflation
Over 10 Years

40%

36.5

30%

20%

10%

0%

8.52

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031
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Roadmap and Timeline
Q1 2023
JAN 2023 - KEON Token
Launch on the Mainnet

Q2 2023
APR 2023 - Launch of KeonX
(Digital Assets Exchange) on
Testnet
APR 2023 - Apply for DABA TLicense from Bermuda
Monetary Authority (BMA)

Q4 2023

Q3 2023
JUL 2023 - Launch of KeonFi
DAPP (Asset Management
Store and social investment
platform) on Testnet

OCT 2023 - Apply for DABA FLicense from Bermuda
Monetary Authority (BMA)
NOV 2023 - Tokenized Fiat
Assets integration into KeonX

Q2 2024
MAY 2023 - Launch of Options
Contracts and Margin Trading
on KeonXD (Derivatives
Exchange)

Q1 2024
JAN 2023 - Launch of KeonXD
(Derivatives Exchange) on
Testnet
JAN 2023 - KEON Ecosystem
Launch on Mainnet and KEON
Listing on exchanges, IDO and
Public sale

Q3 2024
Q4 2024
OCT 2024 - Launch of
Charitable Farm Offerings(Fund
Raising for NGOs and Charities)

AUG 2024 - Launch of Lending
and Borrowing of Digital Assets
including Tokenized Fiat Assets
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Future

Keon Finance will update the Ecosystem with a plethora of
tools, features and products to bridge the traditional finance
systems with the future of finance and digital assets.

Some of the planned features of the platform are as follows:
Tokenization of traditional assets and integration of their
strategies in the marketplace
Charitable Farm Offerings
Lending and Borrowing of Digital Assets including Tokenized
Fiat Assets
Options Contracts & Margin Trading
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Business Model Canvas

Customer Segments
Retail Cryptocurrency Traders
HNW & Institutional Investors
Fund Managers
Fiat Asset Investors

Customer Relationships
Co-Creation
Recurring & Long-Term
Communities
Automated Services

Channels
Blockchain/dApp/Token Explorers
Social Media & Communities
Online Advertising
Fund Managers
34

Key Activities
Optimize and Add Features
Maintain Security
Comply with Regulations
Social Media & Community

Key Resources
Software Engineers
Portfolio Managers
Traders and Institutions
Legal & Regulations

Key Partners
Defi Protocols
Regulatory Authorities
KYC & AML Vendors
Liquidity Providers
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Value Propositions
Regulated & Transparent
Decentralised & Non-Custodial
Non-Profit & Unified Ecosystem
Social Investing

Cost Structure
Research & Development
PR & Partnerships
Cloud & Software Solutions
Legal & Regulatory

Revenue Streams
Platform Fees
Native Token Sale
Token Price Appreciation
Donations
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Founding Members

Lawrence Newhook

Lawrence Newhook is a veteran investment professional with a
25+ year track record investing globally across all asset
classes. He has built successful investment and hedge fund
portfolios for the pension, family office, and high net worth
investor communities, with a particular focus on identifying
and extracting sources of alpha from both public and private
markets. Mr. Newhook serves as the President & CEO of Alpha
Innovations, where he oversees all facets of the business,
including product innovation, alpha identification, and risk
management.

Prior to launching Alpha Innovations, Mr. Newhook was a
Partner and Chief Investment Officer for a fintech managed
account platform, where he designed the investment and risk
management

programs

and

selected

best-in-class

investment managers for inclusion on the platform.
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Prior to this, he was a member of the management team at
Point72 Asset Management LP for 12 years, where he managed
the team responsible for the firm’s external investments in
hedge funds, private equity, venture capital and real estate.
Additionally, his team was responsible for evaluating all
discretionary and quantitative PMs, analysts and traders to
ensure the standard of hiring only best in class investment
talent.

Earlier in his career, Mr. Newhook was the Portfolio Manager of
Alternative Strategies for OMERS, one of the largest Canadian
pension plans, where he designed, developed, and managed
its alternative investments program. Prior to this, he traded
international OTC and listed derivatives and cash markets, and
helped manage global derivatives and FX portfolios for both
the pension fund and large banks.

Mr. Newhook holds a Masters degree in Financial Economics
from the University of London and is a CFA Charterholder.
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Rahul Parmar

Rahul Parmar is a computer and audio engineer and has been
a serial entrepreneur across many fields, including audio
technology, software design and blockchain research. He
developed customised digital signal processing tools, signal
chains and hardware for audio engineers before venturing into
investing in and experimenting with cryptocurrencies and
digital assets in 2014. Rahul has closely monitored and
engaged with DeFi protocols since their inception. He is the
founder and CEO of Auxesia, a tokenized multi-digital assets
and multi-strategy hedge fund which uses a combination of
quantitative

and

fundamental

analysis

for

portfolio

diversification.

Rahul has a Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science from
University of Bombay and a Diploma in Audio Engineering and
Audio Technology from SACAC.
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Kunall Parmar

Kunall

Parmar

has

a

deep

background

in

information

technology. At the age of 19, he co-founded an Internet Service
Provider in suburban Mumbai, where he established a private
wireless network with a range of 50+ kilometres which hosted
500+ devices. He then became a Full Stack Developer, creating
websites and applications, and has developed 100+ web
applications. Kunall also co-founded an information securityfocused computer institute and worked with them as an
Infosec

Researcher

to

design

cutting-edge

courses

on

attacking networks and devices, securing a corporate network,
and building secure web apps. He was first introduced to the
concept of Blockchain and Bitcoin in 2014, and has since
traded 1000+ Bitcoins on various exchanges globally.

Kunall subsequently created a number of quantitative trading
models that trade the market on automation 24/7 and he is an
active investor in the crypto space. He currently serves as the
Chief

Technology

Officer

of

Auxesia,

a

tokenized

cryptocurrency hedge fund.
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Kunall graduated from Atharva College of Engineering with a
Bachelor's degree in Computer Applications, is a Certified
Information

Security

Expert

(CISE)

from

the

Institute

of

Information Security and a Certified Professional Hacker (CPH)
from Innobuzz Knowledge Solutions.
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Nicole Biernat

Nicole Biernat has over two decades of experience in the
alternative asset management field. She is the Chief Operating
Officer

of

AI

Global

Investors

and

Alpha

Innovations,

investment management firms focused on delivering unique,
alpha-producing strategies to institutional investors. Prior to
this, for 14 years she served as Managing Partner of a firm
focused on providing strategic advisory and capital raising
services to alternative investment firms which managed in
excess of $1B. Ms. Biernat was also previously Managing
Director, Head of Business Development for a macro-focused
multi-strategy

fund

of

funds

manager.

There

she

was

responsible for aiding in the strategic development of the Firm
and also oversaw Sales and Investor Relations.

Before joining the multi-strategy fund of funds, Ms. Biernat was
a Director of the Alternative Investments Group at Putnam
Lovell NBF, a subsidiary of National Bank of Canada, where she
spearheaded

the

creation

administration

solutions

for

of

risk

analytic

investment

firms

and
and

fund
raised

capital for hedge funds.
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Prior to Putnam Lovell, Ms. Biernat was Executive Director of
DPM, a fund administration company, and was part of the sales
team which positioned the firm for its acquisition by Mellon
Bank.

Before joining DPM, Ms. Biernat spent six years at Goldman
Sachs & Co. managing relationships with several of the
industry’s

top

hedge

fund

firms,

ensuring

that

treasury,

accounting, domestic and international trade settlement and
corporate actions were all managed smoothly for her multibillion

dollar

clients.

Ms.

Biernat

began

her

career

in

import/export marketing of industrial machinery and consumer
electronics.

Ms. Biernat received a BA with High Honors from Haverford
College, where she graduated Phi Beta Kappa.
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Kritika Nahate

Kritika is a lawyer whose practice encompasses both Civil and
Criminal law, with core focus on Securities Law and Alternate
Dispute Resolution. She is a Partner at Juris Matrix Partners LLP,
Advocates and Solicitors. Her diverse areas of experience
include law, alternate dispute resolution, arbitration, imports
and exports, commercial banking, business development and
energy-infra project management.

Kritika graduated with a BBA LLB (Law) degree and is an
alumnus of Government Law College, University of Mumbai. She
has a Bachelor’s degree in Business Management and a
Postgraduate Diploma in Business Administration (International
Business). Additionally, she holds a certificate in Intellectual
Property

Rights

from

the

World

Intellectual

Property

Organization (WIPO).
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Keon
Keon Foundation Ltd. is a non-profit
organisation based in Bermuda dedicated to
the
development,
nurturing,
and
enhancement of the Keon Finance Ecosystem.

Building NewFi

